
Extra Care

Dedicated to Stoma Care

Dansac Accessories



At Dansac, we are dedicated to developing unique ostomy pouches and skin 
barriers to help improve the quality of life for people with a stoma. 

Individual differences may, however, lead to a need for extra care products.

In addition to offering ostomy pouch systems, we also care for these particular
ostomy needs by offering easy-to-use extra care products that can make everyday life 
more comfortable and secure. 

This folder describes the different products that Dansac currently offers. These 
products may help ostomates who are experiencing problems with leakage, skin 
dryness, skin irritation, unpleasant odours etc.

We hope you will find this folder informative and helpful.

Dansac A/S
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Extra protection where needed the most

Extra protection where needed the most
Skin folds, scars and retractions can make it difficult for your patients to get a good 
seal between the skin and the appliance. The unique design of the Dansac Seal with 
an off centered starter hole is ideal for positioning the seal where extra protection 
is needed. Dansac Seal can be applied to the skin or to the barrier and is easily 
removed without leaving residue on the skin.  

Due to the shape of the seals, where the barrier material is unevenly distributed 
around the center hole, it is possible to turn the seals in the direction where extra 
protection is needed. With 4 sizes to choose from, there is a Dansac Seal for every 
stoma.

Dansac Seal is suitable for all stomas and is made of a non-alcohol skin barrier  
material with microscopic reinforcing fibers, the 3 mm seal is easy to stretch and can 
be shaped again and again if needed without breaking or loosing adhesive ability. 

The Dansac Seals are individually packaged. This provides a simple and user-friendly 
solution with snap lock which makes it easy to open. The biodegradable cover tray 
makes it convenient for storage and everyday use.

DANSAC SEAL
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Accessories
DANSAC SEAL
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 Ring size  REF Pcs

 20 mm  070 - 20 30

 30 mm 070 - 30 30

 40 mm 070 - 40 30

 50 mm 070 - 50 30 - Extra protection
- Off centered starter hole



Extra security against leakage
Do your patients need extra security or worry about leakage? Dansac GX-tra Seals 
could be the ideal solution. In addition to providing security against leakage, GX-tra 
Seals also increase the wear time of the pouch.

GX-tra Seals are ideal for flush or retracted stomas to help build up the area under 
the skin barrier and protect the skin against corrosive effluent.

Stretch the GX-tra Seal to fit around the stoma or cut it up into smaller pieces to fill 
folds and contours. When an even surface has been created, just attach the ostomy 
appliance as usual. You can also attach the seal directly onto the skin barrier.

GX-tra Seals are made from a hypoallergenic GX hydrocolloid with cotton fibres. The 
cotton fibres help increase wear time by containing the moisture and slowing down 
the dissolving of the hydrocolloid. The seals do not contain alcohol and are therefore 
ideal to protect sensitive skin and promote a safe healing environment.

Extra security against leakage
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DANSAC GX-tra SEAL



 Ring size  REF Pcs

 20 mm  725 - 20/30 30

 30 mm 725 - 30/30 30

 40 mm 725 - 40/30 30

 50 mm 725 - 50/30 30
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- Security against leakage
- Longer wear time

DANSAC GX-tra SEAL
Accessories



Levelling skin folds and scars
It is not unusual to have uneven skin or skin folds immediately around the stoma. These 
conditions, however, can make it difficult to obtain a secure and close fit of the ostomy 
appliance. 

Dansac Soft Paste is ideal for levelling skin folds, scars and wrinkles to make the 
appliance fit securely around stomas or fistulae. The paste helps protect the skin by 
reducing the risk of effluent tracking under the wafer. It also extends the wear time of the 
appliance.

The paste is easily applied to dry skin or directly onto the skin barrier using a moistened 
finger or spatula to shape and spread the paste and obtain a smooth surface. Let it dry 
for 30 seconds before further application. This will evaporate the alcohol and reduce 
stinging on broken peristomal skin.

If necessary, Dansac Soft Paste can be used with ostomy seals like Dansac GX-tra Seal 
or Dansac Seal.
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Levelling skin folds and scars
DANSAC SOFT PASTE
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 Volume  REF  

 14.2 g 77514 - 2

 50.0 g 77550 - 0 

- Helps level the skin around  
 the stoma
- Protects the skin

DANSAC SOFT PASTE
Accessories



DANSAC ADHESIVE REMOVER
Quick and easy removal of appliance 

Quick and easy removal of appliance
The Dansac Adhesive Remover promotes quick and painless removal of stoma  
appliances. 

Because the Dansac Adhesive Remover is a silicone based alcohol-free solution it 
will not sting, even on sore skin. It dissolves excess adhesive facilitating fast and easy 
removal of the pouch.

Dansac Adhesive Remover is available in single and easy-to-use wipes and as a  
50 ml spray. 

The products can be used separately or in combination: use the spray to remove the 
barrier and a wipe for any leftover residue. The wipes are discreet and practical to 
bring along in a bag or pocket. 
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DANSAC ADHESIVE REMOVER

- No stinging
- Fast and easy removal 
 of appliance

    

  REF  Pcs/Volume  

 Wipes 081 - 30 30 pcs  

 Aerosol spray 082 - 01  50 ml
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Extra protection for your skin
Effective protection against peristomal skin irritation and adhesive trauma is vital in 
maintaining skin integrity. Dansac Skin Protector is the ideal choice to maintain this 
protection and increase comfort. 

Dansac Skin Protector is a silicone based alcohol-free protective film that helps gently 
protect the skin against stoma output and stoma pouch adhesives. 
 
Dansac Skin Protector is available in single and easy to use, non-sting wipes. 

DANSAC SKIN PROTECTOR
Extra protection for your skin
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  REF Pcs  

 Wipes 081 - 30 30 pcs

DANSAC SKIN PROTECTOR

- No stinging
- Helps prevent sore skin
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Thorough cleaning of your peristomal skin
In general, pure water is recommended for cleaning of the peristomal skin. 
Sometimes, however, there is no access to clean water - and sometimes the skin 
needs a little extra. Dansac Skin Lotion is a gentle soap, used and trusted by 
ostomates for over 20 years. Ideal for cleaning the skin around the stoma. 

Apply Dansac Skin Lotion to a soft tissue and use this tissue to clean and soothe the 
skin around the stoma. After application, dab the skin gently before applying the 
next pouch.

Dansac Skin Lotion is available in a 200 ml bottle, a 50 ml bottle, and as wet tissues.
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Efficient cleansing of peristomal skin
DANSAC SKIN LOTION
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 Volume   REF Pcs    

   50 ml  70005 - 0001   

 200 ml  70000 - 0000

   

 Tissues  71000 - 0000 50

- Cleans the skin around 
 the stoma
- No need for water

Accessories
DANSAC SKIN LOTION



Avoid dryness and skin irritations
Even with the most advanced, skin barriers, it is natural that the skin around the 
stoma can be dry from time to time. By applying Dansac Skin Creme to the skin 
before applying the skin barrier, possible skin irritation and dryness may be avoided.

The creme contains Aloe Vera and vitamins A, D and E and has a soothing and 
moisturizing effect on the skin. Since Dansac Skin Creme is non-greasy, it does not 
affect the adhesion of the skin barrier. The creme has no colour or scent. 

The creme is quickly absorbed and leaves the skin smooth and soft - ready for a new 
ostomy appliance.

Dansac Skin Creme is available in a 50 ml and a 100 ml bottle with a practical 
and convenient applicator.
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Extra moisture for your skin 
DANSAC SKIN CREME
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 Volume  REF   

   50 ml 085 - 50

 100 ml 085 - 00  

- Soothes and moisturizes 
 the skin
- Helps avoid skin irritation

Accessories
DANSAC SKIN CREME



Prevents unpleasant odours
Adding a few drops of Nodor S into the pouch helps neutralize odours from 
faeces, and the risk of unpleasant smells when changing or emptying the pouch is 
minimized.

Dansac Nodor S is a safe and harmless product, consisting of water and a solution 
containing aluminium and zinc salts. It works by absorbing odours through the salt 
molecules and it has no fragrance in itself.

To use Dansac Nodor S, pour a few drops into the pouch. Depending on digestion 
and diet, it may be necessary to add a few extra drops to obtain the full effect.

Dansac Nodor S is available in two sizes - the small 50 ml bottle is convenient to 
carry around with you, the larger 250 ml bottle is for use at home.
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Odour prevention for extra discretion
DANSAC NODOR S
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 Volume  REF   

   50 ml 080 - 00

 250 ml 080 - 01  

- Avoid unpleasant odours

Accessories
DANSAC NODOR S
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NOTES
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Dansac Accessories
Sometimes the skin needs a little extra help or protection 
Dansac offers a variety of accessory products to help take care of your skin:

Dansac Seal
Extra protection where needed the most

Dansac GX-tra Seal
Extra security against leakage

Dansac Soft Paste
Levelling skin folds and scars

Dansac Adhesive Remover
Quick and easy removal of appliance 

Dansac Skin Protector
Extra protection for your skin

Dansac Skin Lotion
Efficient cleansing of peristomal skin

Dansac Skin Creme
Extra moisture for your skin 

Dansac Nodor S
Odour prevention for extra discretion

Dedicated to Stoma Care

Dansac A/S
Lille Kongevej 304 • DK-3480 Fredensborg • Danmark
Tel +45 4846 5000 • Fax +45 4846 5010 
www.dansac.com
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